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Here you can find the menu of Goldberg's Famous Bagels in East Hampton. At the moment, there are 18
courses and drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes

about Goldberg's Famous Bagels:
Love this place my favorite Goldbergs location!! The staff is fantastic, the service is great and the prices are

solid! If you only order simple bagels/spreads, you can order at the counter to the right and avoid some of the
line. Recommend her lynx cheese! read more. As a customer, you can use the WiFi of the place free of charge,

Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like
about Goldberg's Famous Bagels:

These are absolutely the worst bagels you will ever buy. I bake both bread and bagels and have bought bagels
throughout Manhattan and Brooklyn. They are obviously not fresh but pre-baked and finished at the location.
This alone should disqualify them as NY bagels. Tasteless, without a crunchy exterior, poorly leavened, made

with the cheapest flour. I have to believe all the reviews posted here are either paid for or... read more.
Goldberg's Famous Bagels from East Hampton is the perfect place if you want to taste tasty American courses
like burgers or barbecue, fine vegetarian recipes are also on the menu available. Sometimes you may not want

to eat a lot, in this case one of the tasty sandwiches, a healthy salad or another snack is just right, here they
serve a appetizing brunch in the morning.
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Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Potatoe�
HASH BROWNS

Brea�
BAGEL

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Et�.
HOME FRIES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

SALAD

FISH

TOSTADAS

Ingredient� Use�
CORNED BEEF

CHEESE

GARLIC

BACON

CREAM CHEESE
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